Natural Action Technologies™
SUPER SHOWER UNIT
Information Sheet and Use Ideas
Congratulations!
You have just received a Natural Action Technologies™ Structured Water Unit.

IMPORTANT
WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Shower Unit with nipple attached

The Super Shower Unit is a multi-functional device designed to be
threaded into a shower arm and produce a wonderfully uplifting
structured shower or bath. It can also increase the energy,
improve the flavor and taste, and neutralize the toxins of any liquid or
beverage. It’s also capable of structuring water for gardens and landscapes.

Specifications
Weight: 13.4 oz.
Dimensions: 7.5” L, 2.5” Diameter
Volume: 5 oz.

* Taking hot baths or pouring hot water through the unit for
tea or coffee is acceptable for liquid temperatures up to
140°F or 60°C.

☐ Dynamically
Enhanced

1. Cleaning Unit: Clean by soaking the unit in a bath of water
and apple cider vinegar, warm soapy water, or by running thru
the dishwasher.
1. Storing Unit: The Super Shower can be drained and stored in either direction,
i.e., spout up or spout down.
2. Warranty: This unit comes with Lifetime Warranty against manufacturer defects. Misuse of the
unit is not covered.
3. Avoid leaving this unit in freezing temperatures with residual water inside as impaired function
may result.
4. Avoid dropping this unit as it may result in impaired function.

Installation Instructions
Note:

Ø Your unit comes pre-wrapped with white plumber’s tape ready for installation. Leave this on for leakproof operation. Some plumbing fixtures may require additional tape.
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1.

Remove existing showerhead. Clean the shower pipe threads with an old toothbrush or rag to
remove debris. Apply a light coat of soap to the pipe threads. The unit may be threaded easily
onto a 1/2” pipe.

2.

Install the shower unit to the ½” shower pipe in wall.
Be aware of possible cross threading. (The unit should
start on the pipe threads easily when it is lined up
correctly. Be patient here. Thread gently! If cross
threading should occur, a 1/2“ tap, obtained through
a hardware store, can be used to rethread the unit.)

3.

Next, thread the showerhead onto the shower unit.
Note: Some people choose to leave the showerhead
off if they are gong to fill water containers or the bathtub.
More units may be added for a maximized energized
bath or water.
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4. Tighten the shower unit to the shower pipe, and the showerhead to the shower unit sufficiently
to prevent leakage. Over tightening may make it difficult to remove, or cause damage to the
threads. Your shower installation is now complete! That was easy!
çShower Riser

IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL NOTES
1. If showerhead is too low, it may be necessary to purchase
an extension shower arm (shower riser) or adjustable shower
adapter.
2. If a 11” extension shower arm (shower riser) is used, remove
the existing shower arm and install the 11” riser in its place.
3. Follow the same procedures (Steps 3 - 6) installing the
shower unit between the adapter and the showerhead.
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IDEAS FOR ENJOYING THIS SUPER SHOWER UNIT
There is nothing like taking a structured shower or bath! When a first time user of the Super Shower
Unit takes a bath with this unit, they instantly and automatically recognize happily the joy of structured
water because their skin glistens and their body vibrates. Anyone or anything bathed in structured
water benefits! Therefore, apply the water from this unit to yourself, pets, kitchen, and garden.

Thanks for helping maintain a green earth environment.

For questions call 857-254-9880 or e-mail us at sales@thewellnessenterprise.com
www.TheWellnessEnterprise.com
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